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Abstract Atomic comagnetometers, which measure the spin precession
frequencies of overlapped species simultaneously, are widely used to search
for exotic spin-dependent interactions. The dominant systematic errors are
from the magnetic field gradients and laser light field. Here we propose and
implement an all-optical single-species Cs atomic comagnetometer based
on the optical free induction decay (FID) signal. The two magnetic field-
dependent spin-precession frequencies are from Cs atoms in hyperfine levels
Fg = 3 & 4 within the same atomic ensemble. We experimentally show
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that the comagnetometer is ideally free from systematic errors induced by
magnetic field gradients and laser light field. With this comagnetometer
system, we set the constraint on the strength of spin-gravity coupling of
the proton at a level of 10−18 eV, comparable to the most stringent one.
With further optimization in spin polarizations of the two hyperfine levels,
the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) can be improved, promising to set more
stringent constraints on spin-gravity interactions.
1 Introduction
The spin-magnetic interaction is applied by atomic magnetometers to de-
tect the magnetic field with a high sensitivity by measuring the atomic
spin polarization precession frequency [1]. But to detect the non-magnetic
spin-dependent interactions, the impact of magnetic field variation should
be eliminated, and therefore the atomic comagnetometer scheme was pre-
sented [2,3,4]. By detecting the overlap of spin precession frequencies in the
same magnetic environment, comagnetometers can suppress the impact of
magnetic field variation in common mode, which may benefit the measure-
ment of non-magnetic spin-dependent interactions in fundamental physics
[5], such as tests of CPT and Lorentz invariance [6,7,8], measurement of per-
manent electric dipole moments (EDMs) [9,10,11], and searches for exotic
spin-gravity interactions [12,13,14,15,16].
The systematic errors in atomic comagnetometers mainly come from
magnetic field gradients. Due to the difference in polarization [17], gravity
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[18] and/or thermos-diffusion rate [19], the species may have different aver-
age positions in the magnetic environment. If the magnetic field gradients
exist, different species may sense different magnetic fields, and the magnetic
field variations in common mode can not be suppressed. Therefore, comag-
netometers with various species will suffer from the accuracy reduction from
the magnetic field gradients.
Measures are taken to fix the errors induced by magnetic field gradi-
ents, such as monitoring the Larmor frequency shift as a function of the
applied magnetic field gradients [20], or compensating the magnetic field
gradients via theoretical calculations [17]. But these numerical methods are
dependent on other parameters, such as the size of the atomic vapor cells,
and may bring calibration errors. The scheme adopting alkali metal atoms
(85Rb & 87Rb [12,13]) can seemingly almost root out the influence from the
magnetic field gradients, because the fast diffusion rates of gas atoms will
lead to almost same average positions. But the frequency shift induced by
the magnetic field gradients [21], which is related to the gyromagnetic ratio
[22], can still degrade the performance of the 85Rb & 87Rb comagnetome-
ter. To eliminate the systematic errors from magnetic field gradients, the
single-species scheme was proposed in a nuclear-spin comagnetometer based
on a liquid of identical molecules [14], and the comagnetometer was exper-
imentally shown to have suppressed systematic errors from magnetic field
gradients. The performance of the nuclear-spin comagnetometer is limited
by the small polarization ratio of the nuclear spins.
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Laser light field also brings systematic errors in comagnetometers. The
spin-precession frequencies of atoms will be shifted by the light (the light
shift effect [23]), which accounts for the shifted result of the measured mag-
netic field. Furthermore, atoms illuminated by the laser light will have larger
relaxation rate because of power broadening, which will degrade the system-
atic sensitivity. Consequently, laser light may deteriorate the accuracy and
sensitivity of each magnetometer, and the errors caused by pump light and
probe light should be calibrated carefully [12,13].
In this paper, we put forward and carry out the single-species comagne-
tometer scheme making use of free induction decay (FID) signal of atomic
spin polarization in an all-optical [24] nonlinear magneto-optical rotation
(NMOR) [25] Cs magnetometer. Compared with comagnetometers with
different overlapped species [17,19,20,12,13], our single-species atomic co-
magnetometer can suppress the systematic errors induced by magnetic field
gradients, considering the fast atomic diffusion rate and the almost identi-
cal gyromagnetic ratios of the two hyperfine levels Fg = 3 & 4. Compared
with the nuclear-spin comagnetometer [14,26], our atomic comagnetome-
ter has higher spin polarization ratio, and is promising to have a better
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
A similar 87Rb atomic comagnetometer has been implemented by our
group [16]. As is shown in Table1, Cs atoms are preferred for 3 reasons:
(1) The difference in gyro-magnetic ratio of hyperfine levels in the ground
state ∆γ is large enough, which means that, the required magnetic field to
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Table 1 Some Data of Alkali Metal Atoms Commonly Used for Magnetometers
K [29] 85Rb [30] 87Rb [31] Cs [32]
∆γ(mHz/nT) 3.973 8.220 27.857 11.165
∆νHFS(GHz) 0.461 3.035 6.835 9.192
PV@298 K(Torr) 10
−7.6 10−6.4 10−6.4 10−5.8
make the MR signals resolvable is small.
(2) The splitting of hyperfine levels in the ground state ∆νHFS is the largest
in alkali metal atoms commonly used for magnetometers, which corresponds
to the least nonlinear Zeeman shifts of magnetic sublevels in the same ap-
plied magnetic field, according to the Breit-Rabi formula [27].
(3) The vapor pressure PV at room temperature (298 K) is the largest,
which will result in the largest MR signal amplitudes and best systematic
SNR in the same temperature.
Recently, we found that a dual frequency Cs spin maser of a similar
scheme was presented [28], in which the authors experimentally show that
the systematic errors from light field still exist. In our system, the influ-
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ence of the pump light, such as light shift and cross talk between hyperfine
Zeeman sublevels, is eradicated because the pump light is turned off when
detecting the optical free induction decay (FID) signal. Additionally, com-
pared to other single-species comagnetometers which spend a long time
(> 10 s) in scanning to find the resonance frequency [16,28], our system
spends only 2 s to get the frequency information, and thus the magnetic
field noise in common mode can be effectively suppressed.
2 Experimental scheme
The experimental setup is shown in Figure 1. At the center of our system
is a paraffin coated cylinder Cs vapor cell (diameter = 2.5 cm, length = 2.5
cm), which was manufactured by ourselves. The longitudinal spin relaxation
time of the Cs vapor cell was measured to be T1 ≈ 3.3 s, which is limited
by “uniform relaxation” [33], i.e., the exchange of alkali atoms between the
volume and the stem. The Cs vapor cell is located in a seven-layer magnetic
shield (manufactured by Beijing Zero-Magnet Technology Co., Ltd) made
of a 1-mm thick high-permeability alloy. The temperature of the shield is
stabilized at 22 ◦C to provide the Cs vapor cell a stable temperature envi-
ronment, yielding vapor density of n ≈ 3.5 × 1010 atoms/cm3. Within the
shield is a set of three-dimensional Helmholtz coils, driven with a current
source (Krohn-hite Model 523 calibrator, stability ±1 ppm) to generate a
bias DC magnetic field. In order to measure the spin precession frequency
of Cs atoms in Fg = 3 & 4, there are mainly two processes in this comag-
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Fig. 1 Experimental setup of the system. AOM: acousto-optic modulator, λ/2:
half wave plate, λ/4: quarter wave plate, PD: photodiode, FG: function genera-
tor, WP: Wollaston prism, FID Signal: free induction decay signal, MR Signal:
magnetic resonance signal.
0.5 s 0.5 s 2 s 1 s
Fig. 2 Steps of one run in the system. Step 1: the pump light is turned on and has
its amplitude modulated at Larmor Frequency of Fg = 4; Step 2: the amplitude
of the pump light is modulated at Larmor Frequency of Fg = 3; Step 3: the
pump light is turned off and the data acquisition (DAQ) is started to get the
FID signal; Step 4: FID signal is Fourier transformed. Step 1 and Step 2 are not
interchangeable to guarantee a similar amplitude of two MR signals.
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netometer – preparation and measurement of atomic spin polarization (see
Figure 2).
During the preparation of atomic spin polarization (step 1 & 2 in Figure
2, duration = 1 s), Cs atoms are illuminated with a left-circularly polarized
pump light propagating along −yˆ (orthogonal to B, which is along zˆ) tuned
to the center of the Doppler-broadened Cs D1 Fg = 3→ Fe = 3 resonance
(see the red arrow in Figure 3). The 895 nm D1 pump beam is generated with
a distributed Bragg reflector laser diode (Photodigm PH895DBR080T8).
The pump light power is ≈ 3.75 mW, and the area is ≈ 4 mm2. In the
pumping process, most atoms in Fg = 3 are depopulated by the pump
light, except atoms in Zeeman sublevel m = +3; while because the excited
atoms will repopulate to all Zeeman sublevels exceptm = −4 in Fg = 4, the
1-order polarizations (orientations) in both hyperfine levels Fg = 3 & 4 are
generated. To polarize the spin in both hyperfine levels, the pump light has
its amplitude modulated at Larmor frequency of Fg = 4 & 3 successively
with an acousto-optic modulator (AOM, ISOMET M1250-T150L-0.5). The
duty cycle of the modulation is chosen at 20% to maximize the spin polar-
ization with a relatively long transverse spin relaxation time T2 [34]. Note
that, to make the MR signal amplitudes of Fg = 3 & 4 comparable, the
spin in Fg = 4 must be polarized in step 1, and later to polarize the spin
in Fg = 3 in step 2; otherwise, because of the faster relaxation rate and
lower polarization ratio for atoms in Fg = 3, the MR signal amplitude of
Fg = 3 will be about one order of magnitude smaller than that in Fg = 4.
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Fig. 3 Energy levels of Cs D1 and D2 transitions (not to scale). The pump
light is tuned to the center of the Doppler-broadened Cs D1 Fg = 3 → Fe = 3
resonance, and the probe light is 5 GHz blue-detuned to the center frequency of
the Doppler-broadened Cs D2 Fg = 3→ Fe = 4 resonance.
During the measurement of atomic spin polarization (step 3 in Figure 2,
duration = 2 s, longer than the spin polarization relaxation time 106 ms for
Fg = 4 and 53 ms for Fg = 3 in our experiments), the pump beam is blocked
with the AOM, and a linearly polarized probe beam propagating along xˆ
travels through the Cs vapor cell and into a polarimeter. The 852 nm D2
probe beam is produced with a tunable external-cavity diode laser (New
Focus TLB-6817) with an isolator (Thorlabs IO-3D-850-VLP, not shown
in Figure 1). The spin precession frequencies of atoms in Fg = 3 & 4 are
measured by observing optical rotation of the probe light. The probe light
is 5 GHz blue-tuned to the center frequency of the Doppler-broadened Cs
D2 Fg = 3 → Fe = 4 resonance (see the blue arrow in Figure 3), the
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power is ≈ 1.6 mW, and the beam area is ≈ 4 mm2. The probe beam is
split by a Wollaston prism and detected with a balanced detector (Thorlabs
PDB210A). The optical FID signal from the balanced detector is sampled
with a multifunction I/O device (National Instruments USB-6363) using a
routine written in LabVIEW.
After the data acquisition, the MR signal is acquired through the Fourier
transformation of the FID signal. And the data analysis (step 4 in Figure
2, duration = 1 s) is conducted by fitting the MR signal to an overall
Lorentzian function S(ω):
S(ω) =
√√√√√√


∑ AF
1 +
(
ω−ωF
∆νF
)2


2
+


∑ BF (ω − ωF )/∆νF
1 +
(
ω−ωF
∆νF
)2


2
, (1)
where AF and BF represent the amplitudes of the imaginary and real part of
the signal, respectively, ω is the frequency, ωF is the corresponding Larmor
frequency of hyperfine level F , and ∆νF is the resonance width (HMFW)
of the MR signal. All steps take 4 seconds in total.
To measure the non-magnetic spin-dependent interactions, comagne-
tometers should operate under proper magnetic field B0. Improper magnetic
field may degrade the accuracy and/or sensitivity of each magnetometer
in the comagnetometer system, thus deteriorate the potential to set more
stringent constraints on exotic spin-dependent couplings.
When the B0 is small, the two MR signals of hyperfine levels in the
ground state are not resolvable in the frequency spectrum, increasing the
fitting error. Bad fitting may account for the error of the measured magnetic
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Fig. 4 The dependence of the error of normalized frequency ratio (R) (a) and
sensitivity (∆ν/S) (b) on the applied magnetic field B0. The optimal range of
magnetic field B0 should be 2000 ∼ 5000 nT.
field and therefore, the failure in suppressing the magnetic field variations.
To judge the accuracy of the two magnetometers, we construct the index
R, the error of normalized frequency ratio, as
R =
fFg=3
fFg=4
/
γFg=3
γFg=4
− 1,
γFg=3
γFg=4
=
gj − 9gI
gj + 7gI
≈ 1.003191233, (2)
where γFg=3,4 is the gyromagnetic ratio of hyperfine levels Fg = 3, 4, gj,I
is the Lande´ factor of electron and nuclei, and |γF=3/γF=4| can be cal-
culated from reference [35]. As is shown in Figure4(a), when the applied
magnetic field B0 < 2000 nT, R is too large, the accuracy of each mag-
netometer is limited by the fitting error. And when B0 > 2000 nT, the
comagnetometer performance is immune to the magnetic field variations.
When the B0 is large, the widths of two MR signals will be broadened due
to nonlinear Zeeman effect, and the sensitivity of the comagnetometer to
detect non-magnetic spin-dependent interactions will be worsened. The sen-
sitivity of the comagnetometer for measuring non-magnetic spin-dependent
interaction is determined by the sensitivity of the two magnetometers that
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constitute the comagnetometer, and the sensitivity of a magnetometer is
δB ∝
∆ν
γ · SNR
, (3)
where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio of working atoms, ∆ν is the MR width,
and SNR is the signal-to-noise ratio of the system. However, due to nonlinear
Zeeman effect, the amplitude becomes reduced, and the width becomes
broadened, when the magnetic field B0 grows. In the system, the noise
is relatively constant, and the sensitivity of the magnetometer, which is
depicted with Eq. (3), is mainly determined by the ratio of MR signal width
and signal amplitude ∆ν/S. The dependence of this ratio on the magnetic
field strength is shown in Figure4(b), and the inset figure indicates that
when the applied magnetic field B0 < 5000 nT, both magnetometers of
Fg = 3 & 4 have good sensitivity.
Overall, to achieve the optimal accuracy and sensitivity, the Cs comag-
netometer should work at a magnetic field B0 ranging from 2000 nT to
5000 nT.
3 Measurement and data analysis
3.1 Suppression in systematic errors
We verified that our atomic comagnetometer system is immune to the mag-
netic field gradients, by measuring the normalized frequency ratio R, which
is depicted with Eq. ( 2). Figure 4(a) also shows that, the systematic errors
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from the magnetic field gradients, which is common in traditional comag-
netometers, are suppressed in our Cs comagnetometer. Assuming the dif-
ference in magnetic field experienced by atoms in Fg = 3 & 4 is ∆B, the
error of normalized frequency ratio R is
R(B) ≈
γFg=3(B +∆B)
γFg=4B
/
γFg=3
γFg=4
− 1 =
∆B
B
. (4)
If the Cs comagnetometer is sensitive to the magnetic field gradients, R
should be proportional to B−1. However, Figure 4(a) shows that, at the level
of the measurement uncertainty, the measured R has almost no dependence
on the strength of the bias field B.
Our FID comagnetometer is proved capable of eliminating power broad-
ening and light shift effect from the pump light, compared with single-species
comagnetometers which obtain the MR signals by scanning the modulation
frequency or magnetic field [16,28]. The comparison is conducted by scan-
ning the pump light power in FID mode and modulation-frequency-scan
(MFS) mode at the same magnetic field B0 =3463.8 nT, using the same
equipments. The information of the signal from polarimeter in MFS mode
is acquired by a lock-in-amplifier (Stanford Research SR850) and later col-
lected by a LabVIEW routine. The atomic precession frequency, in the MFS
mode, varies with the pump light power, because of the light shift effect in
both Fg = 3 (shown in Figure 5(a)) and Fg = 4 (shown in Figure 5(b)).
Within the range of the pump light power, the atomic precession frequency
varies within a range of 6 Hz in Fg = 3, and 0.4 Hz in Fg = 4. The difference
may come from the light configuration shown in Figure 3, which implies that
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Fig. 5 The dependence of atomic precession frequency for Fg = 3 (a) and Fg = 4
(b), the MR width (c) and the error of normalized frequency ratio ∆R (d) on the
pump light power.
the vector light shift is more obvious in Fg = 3 due to the pump light. While
in the FID mode, the atomic precession frequencies of both hyperfine levels
fluctuate within 0.01 Hz.
In regard to the MR width, in the MFS mode, it grows with the pump
light power due to the power broadening effect (shown in Figure 5(c)) in
both Fg = 3 (blue line and axis) and Fg = 4 (red line and black axis).
With the increase of the pump light power, the MR width of Fg = 3 grow
steeply (62 Hz broadened at max pump light power), because the pump
light interacts with atoms in Fg = 3 directly; and the MR width of Fg = 4
also increases slightly (2 Hz broadened at max pump light power), due
to the Doppler broadening effect and the natural width of atoms. While
in FID mode, the MR widths of both hyperfine levels are almost uniform
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(5.985 Hz for Fg = 3, pink line; and 3.005 Hz for Fg = 4, green line). The
width difference mainly come from the inconsistent relaxation rate induced
by spin-exchange effect [36]. The broadening effect due to spin-exchange
collisions can be calculated as:
Γ± ≈
K ∓ 1
TSE · I
±
K2 − 1
2ω2FT
3I3
, K =
I2 + 2
3I
, (5)
where Γ± corresponds to the broadening in MR signals of hyperfine levels
Fg = I ± 1/2, I is the nuclear spin (for Cs, I = 7/2), TSE is the spin-
exchange time calculated by TSE = (nσSE v¯)
−1, σSE is the cross section
of spin-exchange collisions between Cs atoms, and v¯ is the average thermal
velocity of Cs atoms. In our experiments, the cell temperature is stabilized
at T = 22 ◦C, and the broadening due to spin-exchange collisions are:
ΓF=3 ≈ (2pi)× 0.26 Hz,
ΓF=4 ≈ (2pi)× 1.73 Hz,
(6)
which coincides well with the 3 Hz HMFW width difference in MR signals.
Due to the power broadening and light shift effect, as is underlined in
Figure 5(d), the error of normalized frequency ratio R in the MFS mode
can be 200 times larger than that in the FID mode (4000:20). In the inset
graph, the fluctuation of the error of normalized frequency ratio R of FID
mode, when the pump light power is less than 0.2 mW, may be due to the
inadequate pumping. When the pump light power is low, the pumping rate
is comparable to the atomic relaxation rate, and the atomic polarization of
each hyperfine level is deficient, which refers to substandard SNR for fitting
in data analysis.
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Despite that the pump light is blocked in the measurement of atomic
spin polarization, the improper pump light modulation frequency may cause
frequency shift in MR signals [37]. This effect comes from the asynchronous
optical pumping. If the pump modulation frequency is detuned from the spin
precession frequency, the spin polarization will be tipped along the applied
magnetic field and precess around the fictitious magnetic field due to the
vector light shift induced by the pump light [13]. The dependence of R on
the pump light modulation frequency matches a dispersion profile (depicted
in Figure 5 from reference [13]). To minimize the systematic errors from
asynchronous optical pumping, in our system, the pump light modulation
frequencies are tuned to within . 5 mHz of ωF=4 and ωF=3 during Step 1 &
2 in Figure 2. Furthermore, in Step 2, the frequency shift for atoms in Fg = 4
from the modulation frequency of Fg = 3 is negligible. This is because
the frequency detune is ∼ 40 Hz when the applied magnetic field is B =
3463.8 nT, about 20 times larger than the width of the dispersion profile.
In our system, the overall systematic errors of R from asynchronous optical
pumping is ∼ 10−10, 2 orders in magnitude smaller than the measured R.
The systematic errors from the probe light are insignificant in the Cs co-
magnetometer. In general, the probe light may induce light shift and power
broadening, same with the pump light. Besides, the alignments generated
by a linearly polarized light may be converted to orientations by external
interactions, such as the magnetic field gradients, anisotropic collisions or
electric fields [38].
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The light shift effect induced by the probe light, can be analyzed in two
part: the vector element and the tensor element. In our system, even though
there is a small residual circularly polarized component in the linearly polar-
ized probe light that may cause a vector light shift, its influence is negligible
because the propagating direction is perpendicular to the applied magnetic
field. The tensor light shift of some Zeeman sublevel |F,mF 〉 induced by a
linearly polarized light can be calculated as [39]:
∆fTLS = ℑ[V(ν)]
[
3m2F − F (F + 1)
]
(3 cos2 θ − 1)I¯ , (7)
where ℑ[V(ν)] is the imaginary part of the Voigt profile [40], corresponding
to the impact on the tensor light shift of the interactions between atoms and
light with different frequency ν, θ is the angle between the magnetic field and
the probe light polarization, and I¯ is the cell-averaged intensity experienced
by the atoms. In our system, the probe light polarization is fixed at θ ≈ 55◦
to make the item (3 cos2 θ−1) ≈ 0. Moreover, considering the probe light is
5 GHz blue-detuned to the center frequency of the Doppler-broadened Cs
D2 Fg = 3 → Fe = 4 resonance, the corresponding coefficients ℑ[V(ν)] for
tensor light shift of both hyperfine levels Fg = 3 & 4 are small. The tensor
light shift induced by the probe light is calculated to be less than 10−18 Hz
for both MR signals of Fg = 3 & 4, and therefore negligible.
The power broadening induced by the probe light comes from the process
that atoms absorb the probe light, and the broadening can be calculated
from the absorption rate [41]
Rabs =
∑
σ(ν)Φ(ν) ∝ V(ν), (8)
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where Φ(ν) is the total flux of photons of frequency ν, σ(ν) is the the pho-
ton absorption cross-section determined by the atomic frequency response
V(ν). In our system, the probe light is 5 GHz blue-detuned to the center
frequency of the Doppler-broadened Cs D2 Fg = 3 → Fe = 4 resonance,
and the probe light absorption rates for atoms in both hyperfine levels
Fg = 3 & 4 are more than 2 orders in magnitude slower than relaxation
rate. Therefore, the power broadening in the widths of MR signals from the
probe light is negligible. Moreover, because of the inappreciable probe light
absorption rate, there is no alignment formed in the atomic ensemble. Con-
sequently, the alignment-to-orientation conversion is out of consideration in
our comagnetometer system.
3.2 Detecting spin-gravity couplings
The single-species Cs atomic comagnetometer based on optical FID signal
can find its place in fundamental physics research, especially the spin-gravity
couplings [5,12,13,14,16], because of the simplicity of Cs atomic structure,
and the elimination of main systematic errors from the magnetic field gra-
dients and the laser light field.
According to the calculation in reference [42], if there exists the spin-
gravity coupling, the gyro-gravitational ratios of hyperfine levels in ground
state of Cs are given by
χFg=3 = −
1
8
χe +
9
8
χN = −
1
8
χe −
1
8
χp,
χFg=4 =
1
8
χe +
7
8
χN =
1
8
χe −
7
72
χp,
(9)
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where χe, χN and χp refer to the gyro-gravitational ratios of electrons,
nucleus and protons, respectively. Taking the spin-gravity couplings into
consideration, the atomic spin polarization precession frequency of the two
hyperfine levels will be
fFg=3 = γFg=3B0 − χFg=3g cos θ/~,
fFg=4 = γFg=4B0 + χFg=4g cos θ/~,
(10)
where g is the acceleration due to gravity, and θ is the angle between the
magnetic field and the Earth’s gravitational field. The different signs (±)
of spin-gravity item in the right hand side, come from the fact that, spin
polarizations in Fg = 3 & 4 precess around the applied magnetic field B0
in opposite directions, which is not shown in gyromagnetic ratios γFg=3,4
but in the sign of gyro-gravitational ratios χFg=3,4. Noting that B0 here is
a scalar, the gravity-induced frequency shift will reverse when the applied
magnetic field B0 reverses, and the index R is
R(±) =
γFg=3B0 ∓ χFg=3g cos θ/~
γFg=4B0 ± χFg=4g cos θ/~
/
γFg=3
γFg=4
− 1. (11)
To measure the spin-gravity couplings for protons, we suppress the spin-
magnetic couplings in common mode by constructing the index
∆R ≡ R(+)−R(−) ≈
4χpg cos θ
9γFg=3B0~
. (12)
The approximation is made considering that γB ≫ χeg, χpg, and the nu-
clear magnetic moment is neglected due to gj ≫ gI , thus the spin-gravity
couplings for electrons are cancelled. In our comagnetometer system, the
applied magnetic field is (anti-)parallel to the gravity at B0 =3463.8 nT,
20 Yucheng Yang et al.
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Fig. 6 The statistic results of a continuous five-day run (a), and the corresponding
Allan standard deviation (b). In the comagnetometer system, the applied magnetic
field is (anti-)parallel to the gravity at B0 =3463.8 nT, and the∆R can reach 10
−8
at the averaging time of 10000 seconds, corresponding to the spin-gravitational
energy of protons at a level of 10−18 eV.
and the data of a continuous five-day run is collected and shown in Figure
6(a). The ∆R is between ±1.5×10−6 in time domain, and the average value
of each 5000 runs fluctuates within ±1.5× 10−7. The long-term stability of
the comagnetometer is indicated by Allan standard deviation (Allan SD,
shown in Figure 6(b)) and follows a τ−1/2 trend for τ < 104 s, indicating a
dominant white noise character and a stability at the 10−8 level. For τ > 104
s, the stability could be limited by the drifts in laser power and frequency,
which introduce variations in the atomic population distribution within Zee-
man sublevels after optical pumping. The inset of Figure 6(a) shows that
the data obey Gaussian distribution with a mean value of 6.453× 10−8 and
the standard error of mean value of 1.49 × 10−9. Based on the data, the
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single-species Cs atomic comagnetometer is proved able to probe the spin-
gravitational energy of protons at a level of 10−18 eV, comparable to the
most stringent existing constraint on the spin-gravity coupling of protons
[16].
4 Conclusions and outlook
In conclusion, an all-optical single-species FID Cs atomic comagnetometer
is proposed and implemented, with the results underlining that the sys-
tematic errors from magnetic field gradients, and laser light field, can be
suppressed. In a 5-day continuous operation, the single-species Cs atomic
comagnetometer is proved capable of probing the spin-gravitational energy
of protons at a level of 10−18 eV, comparable to the most stringent existing
constraint on the spin-gravity couplings [16].
There are some optimization for the atomic comagnetometer system
to set a more stringent constraint on long-range spin-gravity couplings.
In our system, the spin polarization is generated by synchronous optical
pumping with circularly polarized light, which is tuned to the center of the
Doppler-broadened Cs D1 Fg = 3 → Fe = 3 resonance. The spin polar-
ization in Fg = 4 can be further strengthened by adopting another pump
light tuned to the center of the Doppler-broadened Fg = 4 → Fe reso-
nance, and meanwhile the spin polarization in Fg = 3 will be also amplified
due to the repopulation of the excited atoms from Fg = 4. The optimized
spin polarization in both hyperfine levels will lead to a better SNR in the
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system, and improve the sensitivity of the comagnetometer by more than
one order of magnitude. Our comagnetometer is capable of meeting the de-
mands for researches on searching for exotic spin-dependent interaction [5,
12,13,14,26]. Acknowledgements This work was supported by the Na-
tional Natural Science Foundation of China (NSFC) (Grant Nos. 61571018,
61531003, 91436210), National Science Fund for Distinguished Young Schol-
ars of China (61225003), and National Hi-Tech Research and Development
(863) Program.
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